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Witten's proof of positive gravitational energy involved an apparent choice of supergauge, through a con-
straint on the basic spinor parameter. We show that the value of the energy is, as it must be on supergrav-
ity grounds, independent of this choice.
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We now show that only the positive first integral in (3)
fails to vanish. The relevant identity is7
~—=—D,'D'+ ma+ S=0,
where DI is the formal adjoint of D& in that
a "D, D'P = — D,n D'P
in our spatial integration. Thus, integration by parts in the
In his classic proof of gravitational energy positivity, Wit-
ten' required his fundamental spinor to satisfy the Dirac
equation &e—= y De=0 on the initial-value surface. In
terms of the underlying classical supergravity, this re-
quirement corresponds to a natural, "Coulomb gauge, "
choice for the spin-Y field. However, the energy's value
must be independent of supergauge (as was the original
quantum supergravity proof6), and its form should reflect
this fact: a demonstration is the main purpose of our note.
We begin with the energy expression' in a general gauge,
in presence of an external T~„obeying the usual dominant
energy condition:
spy„epPv' = 2 Jt d kg (l D(e l2 —l&el2+ e'Se)
1
~
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where ep is the constant value of e(x) at spatial infinity;
Eop&6o is necessarily timelike. Our units are 8m G = 1, signa-
ture ( —+ + + ) and the Einstein constraints have been
used to reexpress S in (1). If we take We =0, then the in-
tegral is manifestly non-negative. To see that this gauge
choice is superfluous, let us decompose e as follows:
e = et+ e2, &e& = 0, et(x) ep, e2(x) 0 . (2)
This represents an arbitrary gauge, W~ =Be2 A 0. In an ob-
vious notation, the right side of (1) reads
I(e'e) = 2 J d'kg (ID,e& I'+ et Ser)
unwanted terms of (3) produces precisely the identically
vanishing forms
1 8~62~ E2 8 61~ +2 8 E'2
with no surface terms left over since e2 vanishes at infinity.
This exhibits Witten's formula (1) expressed solely in terms
of e1 and its asymptotic value ~o.
(epy&ep)P~ = 2 d kg (lDe& l + e~Se~)
Thus, in any gauge (e arbitrary), the energy is manifestly
positive and e2 independent. The supergravity basis for this
is discussed in Ref. 3, where it is shown that only the y-
transverse part of the generic gauge function DIe in
5lp / D/e survives in the supersymmetry generator 0 (e ),
and therefore also in the energy expression which is its
square. The present demonstration merely underlines this
fact directly without reference to the underlying classical su-
pergravity. There, 0 depends only on the dynamical, y
and D-transverse, component Q/ of the P„ field; essentially,
Q —f d'xWgQ De. Orthogonality then implies that only
the projections of ~ obeying the conditions y D~ = 0,5 De = 0 survive in 0 and hence in the basic relation
epypepP = T {0, Q}pB
These two conditions are manifestly compatible in the su-
persymmetric case where external sources are absent and S
vanishes in (4); the same e2 independence is nevertheless
valid also for T„„&0, as we have seen in the present con-
text. Of course, the proofs'89 that We&=0, e&(x) —ep has
a unique solution are still essential in either method; it is
basically the global supersymmetry gauge choice ~o which
parametrizes the energy expression, independent of its inte-
rior continuation.
While (5) shows that the energy's value depends only on
the zero-mode part of a general e, its form can be altered by
making different gauge choices (a standard property of
gauge-invariant quantities). For example, we may remove
the explicit source dependence in (1) by arranging for the
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last two integrals there to cancel (for positive S). This can
be accomplished by imposing the condition Be=' WS e
(where JS is the matrix square root), which still main-
tains'p e —6p provided S falls off as r . The resulting
form,
cay„eoPI'=2 d xvg ~DIe~
reminds us in the present context that energy density is not
a meaningful concept in relativity.
Finally, we mention that Witten's method can also be for-
mulated entirely in terms of quantities intrinsic to the initial
surface" to provide a weaker but simple and instructive
form of the energy theorem. The identity corresponding to
(4) becomes (here' V —= 'vr)
where '0 is the surface-intrinsic covariant gradient, and 3R
the intrinsic curvature scalar. We have used the Einstein
constraint Gpp= Tpp in 5, thereby introducing the second
fundamental form (extrinsic curvature) E&& (K = K&') of the
initial surface in the combination v, which may be thought
of as the gravitational field's kinetic energy density. In-
tegrating e'8'e = 0 here yields
e'&e d~= leol'E=2J d'XJa(I&el' —I~el'+e"Se) .
aJ
(7)
This is an expression for the energy alone, rather than
four-momentum, in terms of the external Tpp alone and the
gravitational kinetic density r. The latter is locally positive
only on a minimal surface, K=O. In that case, we may
proceed as before to show that only the corresponding e~
contributes in (7), or we may cancel the last two terms
there against each other by gauge choice. It is also easy to
show that vanishing energy implies flat spacetime. Since
E=O implies Oat=0=K&= T&g, and We=0 immediately
tells us three-space is flat, the initial data are those of the
vacuum: vanishing intrinsic and extrinsic curvatures and
matter excitations, from which spacetime flatness follows. '
It is amusing that the energy theorem is so easily estab-
lished on a minimal surface.
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